
  Carlotta Chirico
Marketing Manager

Location: Italy > Lombardia > Milano

Skype Username: chirico.carlotta

Years of Experience: 5

Employment Search: Si

Internships Available: Si

Showcase description

I would like to apply for a Marketing Internship position. As you will see from my attached CV, I recently graduated with a degree in
MSc marketing management from the University of Westminster. Throughout my master program, I have always organised my time
efficiently and I have successfully combined group projects and oral presentations, with individual assessments and exams. I have
always worked hard and paid attention to details in order to reach the goal and respect the deadlines. Due to the multicultural
environment, I have learnt to be flexible, quick to pick up new skills and eager to learn from other people with different backgrounds. I
also have lots of ideas and enthusiasm. Throughout the experience at Karla Otto London, I had the possibility to apply the knowledge
from my previous studies and I also improved my interpersonal skills either inside the office or with journalist and clients. Due to the
collaboration with my managers, I had the opportunity to improve the communication of some of the most popular fashion brands such
as?.. In addition, working in a multinational company allowed me to deal with different types of situations and to have contact with
different countries. Whilst working to promote a new start-up, I have built strong customers relationship by assessing client needs and
providing relevant product knowledge. I have constantly shown enthusiasm during the sponsoring and I have given new ideas in order
to allow the start-up to increase its visibility as much as possible. Besides improving my interpersonal communication and customer
care skills, this experience also enhanced my commercial awareness and I believe that these qualities make me suitable for the above
role. I am very interested by working for an organization with an expanding publishing, contacts and clients portfolio, with a great
reputation and a high profile such as yours. I am available for an interview and I would welcome the opportunity to further discuss my
application. Thank you for considering my application, I look forward to hearing from you. Yours sincerely, Carlotta Chirico
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